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Book Description
This book arms parents with everything they need to know to fight the pro-standards movements. Parents all across the political spectrum have united on one issue: when it comes to standardized testing, they all lean toward some kind of educational reform. Drawing on her 20 years of classroom experience and enriched by real-life anecdotes, Susan Ohanian's What Happened to Recess, and Why Are Our Children Struggling in Kindergarten? explains the misguided mania for testing children, why a child's success or failure is currently determined by a set of tests, and what parents are doing to change public policy on education.

Even children who are able test takers are hurt by the politics surrounding testing. Ohanian's moving insider's view imparts a sense of urgency about the situation of individual children caught on the front line of our treacherous education system. This beacon will inspire parents who are confused, angered, or intimidated by the forces that control their children's education to take action.

From the Back Cover
Union members, Army recruits, even trained animals get scheduled breaks during their workday. But not schoolchildren. With an increasing focus on standardized tests, many educators say there simply isn't time for fun and games. Administrators are so preoccupied with preparing children for tests, that even the concept of recess is regarded as superfluous. In fact, many schools being built today are deliberately designed without playgrounds all for the sake of standardized tests.

What Happened to Recess and Why Are Our Children Struggling in Kindergarten? spells out the present obsession with standardized tests and arms parents with the knowledge they need to take an active role in combating it. From California to Chicago to New York, teachers have complained for years that they "teach to the tests, not to the children." Rather than a child's ability to learn, his or her ability to take tests is what teachers are forced to evaluate throughout the country. Drawing on her twenty years of classroom experience, author Susan Ohanian argues that the present boot-camp mentality of educators is cruel and counterproductive. Children are not soldiers, she points out, and teachers are not drill sergeants; education is a process, not a commodity.

Filled with actual classroom anecdotes, this book begins by explaining the manic rush to form children into productive components of the global economy. The author documents the grueling tests (some going on for five days), the fear and exhaustion children experience as a result, and how the final evaluations are often dead wrong. She then describes in detail the forces behind the pro-Standards movement, which often place political and business interests above those of the children's education. Finally she advises parents on how to fight...
against this. Teachers and administrators will also find this book a valuable source for explaining Standards issues to parents.

On the subject of education, conservatives and liberals alike are finding themselves in similar territory; parents of all stripes are joining together in an increasingly powerful grass-roots effort to combat the pro-Standards movement. Well-informed, highly readable, and often comical, *What Happened to Kindergarten* educates parents so they can make sure their kids are taught not merely evaluated.

**Education or evaluation?**
**How parents can combat the pro-Standards movement**

"Kids enter kindergarten identified as deficient in skills that weren't even introduced to kids a decade ago." So says Susan Ohanian, author of *What Happened to Recess and Why Are Our Children Struggling in Kindergarten?* In the mad rush to whip young children into shape for an increasingly competitive global economy, the political and business elite have determined standardized tests to be the right tool for the job. While standards are higher than ever, children deemed unable to meet them are valued less than ever. The result? The process of educating is giving way to a reckless method that more resembles military training. The need for change is urgent.

Many parents and teachers are united in their effort to fight the pro-Standards movement. With twenty years of teaching experience, author Susan Ohanian describes the problems behind much standardized testing, and educates parents and teachers on how to fight the trend. Filled with actual stories from the classroom, *What Happened to Recess* is both a poignant commentary on the present state of our children's education and a useful tool to help the adults change it.
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